Abstract. Let it be a property of rings that satisfies the conditions that (i) homomorphic images of w-rings are »r-rings and (ii) ideals of w-rings are w-rings. Let S be a semilattice P of semigroups Sa. If each semigroup ring R[Sa] (a e P) is v-semisimple, then the semigroup ring R[Sa) is also ir-semisimple. Conditions are found on P to insure that each R[Sa] (a G P) is w-semisimple whenever S is a strong semilattice P of semigroups Sa and R{S] is ir-semisimple. Examples are given to show that the conditions on P cannot be removed. These results and examples answer several questions raised by J. Weissglass.
Let it be a property of rings. A ring is called a ir-ring if it has property it. An ideal / of a ring is a it-ideal if / is a w-ring. A ring is m-semisimple if it has no nonzero w-ideals. Henceforth, we assume that the property m satisfies the conditions, (i) homomorphic images of w-rings are w-rings and (ii) ideals of w-rings are w-rings. For example, the properties of being nil, nilpotent, or left quasi-regular are such properties.
Let A be a ring and let S be a semigroup. Then the semigroup ring R[S] consists of all formal sums ~Zsesrss such that rs E R and rs = 0 for all but finitely many j G S; addition and multiplication are defined in the obvious manner (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] ). Several authors have studied properties it for specialized semigroup rings. For example, Gilmer and Parker [2] compute the nil radical of R[S] under the assumption that R[S] is commutative. Passman [4] discusses many radical properties under the assumption that R is a field and S is a group. Krempa [3] computes the lower Baer radical of R[S] when S is a cancellative Q,-semigroup. Quesada [6] also computes the lower Baer radical of R [S] in several interesting cases. Let ? be a semilattice whose natural order is indicated by > . As in [5] , a semigroup S is called a strong semilattice P of semigroups Sa if there exists a family of homomorphisms <paß: Sa -» Sß (a, ß E P; a > ß) satisfying the following conditions. For more details, see §111.7 of [5] . We note that each <pa p has a natural extension to a ring homomorphism from R[Sa] to R[Sß\:
2 V-* 2 rs(s<Pa,ß)-»es, jes.
We also denote this extension by tpaß for convenience. For the rest of this paper, S will denote a strong semilattice P of semigroups Sa.
The purpose of this paper is to study conditions relating the 7r-semisimplicity of . Since conditions for many special types of semigroup rings to be 7r-semisimple are known, our theorems often provide a realistic test for the Tr-semisimplicity of Ä [5] .
Before stating our first result, we need a generalization of a semigroup ring Ä [5'] , where S' is any semilattice of semigroups.
In [7] , a ring T is called a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings Ta (a E P) if the following conditions hold: T = 2aS7»Ta, TaTß C Tap for all a, ß E P, and Ta n (I>a¥=ßTß) = 0 for each a E P. Clearly, R[S] is always a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings with Ta = R[Sa]. If t E T, we define P-supp t = ( a G P\t = 2 ra and /" ^= OJ.
We are now ready to generalize [6, Theorem 4 .21] and [7, Theorem 1] . Theorem 1. Let T = 2aep7"a be a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings. If Ta is w-semisimple for each a E P, then T is also it-semisimple.
Proof. Let B be a w-ideal of T. We assume that 0 =£x E B and seek a contradiction. Clearly there exists a ß E P satisfying the following conditions, (a) ß E P-snpp x, and (b) if a G P-supp x, then a ^> ß. (In fact, by [7, Lemma 2] there will be more than one such ß.) Let P' = (o G P\a < y and y G P-supp x); then P' is a semilattice. Hence T' = ^a&PTa is both a supplementary semilattice sum of subrings and an ideal of T. Let A = B n T'. Then x G A. Since yi is an ideal of the w-ring B, then ^4 is w-ring by our standing hypothesis on it. Since ^4 is also an ideal of T', then A is a w-ideal of T'.
Let 0: 7" -> 7^ be the projection map. Then 0 ^ 9(x) E 9(A) by (a). Clearly 9 preserves addition. Let c" c2 E T', and write c, = 4 + e, 0 = 1» 2), where d¡ G 7}, and e¡ E ~2a¥tfiTa. By (b), ß is maximal in P'; hence cxc2 = dxd2 + f, where (P-supp/} n Tß = 0. Thus ^(CiCj) = í/,¿2 = Í(ci)0(c2). That is, 0 is a ring homomorphism of T' onto Tß. But then 0(^4) is a nonzero ir-ideal of Tß, which contradicts the hypothesis that Tß is 7r-semisimple.
We now obtain three results needed in the proof of Theorem 2. Let a, ß E P. Then ß is said to be maximal under a if ß < a and there is no y E P such that ß < y < a. Further, P is called an m.u.-semilattice if P satisfies the following conditions.
(1) If a, S E P with 8 <a, then there exists ß maximal under a such that Ô < ß <a.
(2) The set { ß G P\ ß is maximal under a} is finite for each a E P.
Lemma 2. Let P be an m.u.-semilattice, and suppose a E P is not a zero of P. Let Proof. Let a* E A*, and let x E R[Sy] for some y E P. We wish to show that xa* EA*. All other terms of xa* involve some <pa AT-, where A is a subset of { /?,, ß2,. . ., ßk}, r is a nonempty subset of {ßk+x, ßk+2, ■ ■ ■ , ß"}, and T' is the product (g.l.b.) of the elements of T. For a given T, X(atPaAT') = (^,rAT')(a<Pa;YAT') = (X<Py,yr)(a<Pa,yr) = X(<"Pa,yr) for all A. In xa*, the sign of the AT' term is equal (opposite) that of the F term if |A| is even (odd). Hence, for a given T, the sum over A of the AT' terms is
Since every term of xa* appears exactly once in an expression (f) or (ff), then xa* = 0 E A*.
Suppose that a and y are not related by < ; i.e., suppose that neither a < y nor a > y holds. Then for all nonempty A Ç { ßx, ß2, . . ., /?"}, Proof. Let ax, a2E A. Then ax*a2* = axa2* + terms of the form (ax<pay)a2*, where y < a. It follows from the case y > a in the proof of Lemma 2 that axa2* = (axa2)*. It follows from the case y < a in the proof of Lemma 2 that each of the remaining terms (ax<pay)a2* is 0. Hence a*a2* = axa2* = (a^j)*. The formula ax* + a2* = (ax + a2)* follows from the commutativity of addition and the homomorphism properties of the cpaß. Clearly, * is a 1-1 map.
We are now ready for our main result. The support of x = ~S,seSrss E R[S], denoted by supp x, is the set {s G S\rs ¥= 0}. Example 1. Let Äbea field of characteristic p > 0, let Zp be the cyclic group of p elements, and let C denote the complex numbers. Let P = [0, u], the initial ordinal segment terminating at the first infinite ordinal u. For 0 < n < u, let S" = Zp^C (wreath product); define Sa to be a direct sum of C copies of Zp. We use the following maps <paß to define S = U a<uSaSa as a semilattice P of semigroups: q>aß is the identity map on Zp %C for 0 < ß < a < <o, and <puß is the natural embedding of Su as a normal subgroup of Sß = Zp^ C for 0 < ß < u. Example 3. Let P be the semilattice of Example 1. Let Tu be a commutative local integral domain with identity element that is not a field. Let Tn be the quotient field of Ta for 0 < n < w. Define the homomorphisms <poj3 to be the identity map on Tn for 0 < ß < a < co; define <pu ß to be the natural embedding of Ta into Tß for each ß < w. Then T = "2ß<aTß forms a commutative supplementary semilattice sum of subrings Tß by naturally extending the multiplication x-y tpaaAß(x) ■ <pß,aAß(y) for x E Ta,y E Tß. Now Ta is not Jacobson semisimple. Since Tß is Jacobson semisimple for each ß < w, then K = ^,ß<uTß is Jacobson semisimple by Theorem 1. If N is a quasi-regular ideal of T, then K n N = 0. If 0 té x E N, then w e P-supp x. If a E {P-supp x} ¥= 0 for some a < w, let m = 1 + max{a|0 < a < w and a G {P-supp x}}; otherwise, let m = I. Let em denote the identity element of Tm. Then m E P-supp emx and emx E K n W, which contradicts the fact that K n N = 0. Hence T is a Jacobson semisimple ring.
